TRACK ORDER
01. Triangular **
02. Wonderland **
03. Under the Gun
04. Down the Line
05. Entwined
06. You're Not That Charming
07. Racing
08. Twisting and Turning **
09. Snow and Joy **
10. I Promise
11. Return
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Building on concepts explored in their previous releases A Million Different Moments and The
London EP;, Null Device return with deeper explorations into their blend of angular electronica and
various elements of world music. Instrumentations and styles from India, Persia, and the Middle
East blend with a mix of breakbeat, techno, downtempo and even electro dance. Null Device , once
again, refuses to be pigeonholed. "Excursions" promises to be one of this year's more diverse
albums on the independent electronic music landscape. Their finest release to date, so immerse
yourself into beats, melodies, and atmospheres that you won't soon forget...
Null Device's long-awaited third album EXCURSIONS combines Electronica, Pop, Breaks, EBM,
and Trance with a varied new toybox of influences from Bhangra to Bollywood to Flamenco.
Excursions is Worldbeat for people who hate Worldbeat; club music for people who love club
music, but hate hearing the same old fluff.
In short, Excursions is an evolution of sound for Null Device, bringing together the complex musical
elements that they have been applauded for but with an overall accessibility only hinted at in
previous releases. This is Null Device's finest release to date, so immerse yourself in beats,
melodies, and atmospheres that you won't soon forget... -- DJ EUROTIC, The Inferno
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